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ExplainsSorne Transactions
Involving Millions.

I

MASONIC MENTION
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Nü ATHORITY I MENAFEE CAUGHT GOOD NEWS PRESIDENT ARAL

Yesterday's &askew.
The court yesterday granted a con-e-e----e,
tinuance of the proceeding charging
Will Futtrell, aliag "Smoky," who is PRESIDENT MORTON RAKES ARREST
ED IN ST. LOUIS YES- THE FEVER
SITUATION CONcharged with stealing, tie in money
REPORT ON 'ME EQUITTERDAY AND IS BEING
TIN UES TO IMPROVI: IN
US* of rnereepinse fkom
ABLE'S
HELD.
NEW ORLEANS.
ge Cnieneller. It eneras the latin Cincinnati, sad an order was
instrocting for his attendance Notice Is Given Mercantile Trust
INDICTMENT FOR WILLFUL
Wanted Here for Passing a Worth- Mc New
ease ie celled the next term
Cases a Little Too NumerCompany That it Will Be ExMURDER WAS RIM
less Check am .the -Paiitatopf
CHECKS DRAWN WITHOUT
but Are Not So FeeIN
pected to Repay.
I
Saddlery Vtimparry.
APPROVAL OF COMMITTEE.
!ex Fitzpatrick was acquitted of
quent.
the
bill
(-largish;
bin
with
fitefling
Yesterday Court Work Was
the be watch of R. Aidaulis7.- irhile 'New
Uninteresting Because of TameYarn, Sept. 20.—That the
Yesterday there was arrested at St.
there
was continued until today the Equitable Life Assurance
New Orleans, Sept. al—Investiga- Roney of New York Life Insurance
ness of Cases.
society Louis one M. J. Menefee, wive is
like Charge accusing him of taking a paid out $2t8,354 to
Company Handled With Boldtion with a view to the discovery of
the Mercantile wanted
Sere
watch belonging to J. R. Cross.
on
charge
the
passing
of
ness if Not Rascality.
the
Trust company in connection with
germ of yellow fever still con•
a worthless $100 check on the E. tinues
The jury acquitted Warner Wil- certain loans known as
at
the
Emergenc
y
"the
hospital,
and
Turner
SEVERAL ORDERS ISSUED
liam. of the charge a robbery.
loans," and that these payments were Relikopf' sacidkry firm. Today at the deepest interest is now displayed
REGARDUOG CIVIL ACTIONS.
noon Detective William Baker will by
A continuance was granted the without authority, so far es the
the medical fraternity in the REAL ESTATE DEALS
reproceediog *cooing Ges Aubrey o‘ cords of the society disclose, became go over after the prisoner, who will work of the local bacteriolog
WHICH REQUIRED CASH.
ists and
forging the name of Captain J. B. "Own Tuesday when Paul Morton, be brought back here tomorrow morn Dr. Ros.eneu Within
the past week
Hon. Hal Corbett, counsel for H. Smith to a check for $to and gettirig president of the society, made public ing and arraigned in the police court eight autopsies have been
held at the
. Loving, stated yesterday that. his same cashed at the City National a report on the subject submitted by for trial. The detective effected the -hospital in connection with
New York, Sept ao.—John A.
the inMccapture only after sesteral weeks of vestigation's,
would annoaisca reedy for trial batik.
' him to the society's directors.
the results of which are Call, president of the New York
Life
Levi Ruff, colored, was ordered' These transactions occurred in what hard work trailing Menefee over the to be published when the
s morning when 'there wastcalkd
Insurance
company, was a witness tofever is
Miterton refers to as "the Turner country.
ebe circuit Court the indictment re- sent to the reform school because he
day before the legislative
over.
insurance
broke
loans."
into
lyederday by the grand jury
the house of Otho Travis
For a number of yeses 'Menefee
Generally the fever situation is re- investigating committee.
charging Loviag and stole $4, but after the sentenee
The "Turner loan," Mr. Morton's was connected with a New Roads, garded as encouraging, both, in the
It was expected that 'Me. McCill
wit
malicious murder. It was given him Judge Reed set it aside report set forth, was carried in 1894 La., mercantile establishment that country and in this city. In
the coun- would be questioned concerning the
was said from some quarter* that the and permitted the youth to depart, by the Western National bank, which has been buying goods for yews try there are a large
number of cases, final disposition of the Isenneo which
defense woedd sale the court to coin- arrangements having been made for %yes controlled by the Equitable Life from the Rehloopf house of this city. but now that experienced
yellow fe- was paid by cities of Presinent M:tinue the cave until the next term, his useful employment here in the assurance society. The collateral for About one month since Menefee came ver fighters are in charge
of each Cal' to Andrew Hamilton of Albany.
the loans was objected to by a bank to Paducah and claiming he was still point of infection, the
which is in December, but Lawyer city.
District Attorney Jerome was an
fatalities are
James Vialioleas made a Motion examiner and Henry B. Hyde then with the Louisiana firm, went to the few. The fever is'practica
Corbett says they are ready and want
lly wiped, interested spectator of the proceeda speedy trial of the charges. It is for a new trial of the case wherein agreed to transfer the Ran and col- Rehicopf 'house arid ordered about omit at Leeville, where it was worse ing* today for the first time. He
said he expected to make a public
inre than probabbt that the case will he was fined Pee several days ago lateral to the Mercantile Trust com- 'goo worth of leather and other goods than at any othel- point in the
state.
be gone right into as the prosecution km whipping his wife. He lead been pany.
sent to his L,ouisiarit house, with Nearly everybody who remained in statement on the subject of the investigation in a few days.
also stated yesterday that they were fined $so in the court of a magistrate
At that time apparently, the LOans which be claimed he was still cone the town was sick.
Willis G. Nash, cashier of the
ready for the bearing and wanted and appealee the matter to the c'e- amounted to $661,491. George V. Tur- fleeted. After making the purchases
blew
York State National bank, of Mberry
the matter catered into this morning, enit court in the hope of getting the ner, in whose name the loan stood, Menefee got Rehkopf to cash a Poo
Great Distress at Kentwood.
was
the first witness. He produced a
that being the time set yesterday by penalty reduced, but this tribunal just was secretary to Louis Fitzgerald, check for hitn on the strength ce his
The people of Kentwood, La., are
then president of the Mercantile Trust surmised attachment to the Southern in great distress and are appealing transcript of the account of Andsew
Judge Reed for the matter to pro- doubled same.
A. Hamilton from January 1, woo,
company, and a close business as- firm that always stood well in the es- for relief. Owing to
-ceed.
the discovery to date.
This consislan. of twitatnsociate
of
Henry
B. Hyde. The loan timation of the Paducah house.
Go to Reform School.
of two cases in a lumber camp near
The grand jury brought the bit in
four ledger sheets. The account gave
was
guarantee
Deputy
d
Marcellus
by
Sheeiff
Hartley,
Wilson,
J.
lit
of
yesterday afernoon" sioetly (isfiore
After Menefee left the house Mr. there, Gov. Vardaman and the Mis- no particulars
John E. Searles, Louis Fitzgerald, W.
beyond the amoncit.;.
2 o'clock, sod in the biN accueed Lov- Smithland, paned through here yesRehkopf telegraphed the Louisiana sissippi authorities wilt not permit ?dr. Nash
said
only Me. Hamilton&
N.
Coler,
and
terday
H.
B.
route
Hyde.
en
fr.,
On
to
Lexington
Ky.,
,
the
ing of wilfully shooting Rose, who
Illinois Central trains to enter daughter
concern and found that the man was
had power to draw- antert,
immediately died Triton the wounth. where he will place in the reform March 21, 1905, the same guarantors not with that company any more. Mississippi if they stop at Kent- on
that account.
# .
The sudictnicat shows that the wit- schtiol Bell Watson and Cecil Berry., renewed their guaranty, the loan bay- This resulted in the $800 worth of wood. The trains are therefore not
ing
grown
to
$1,276478,
the
increase
stopping there, and the people are
nesses for the commonwealth are J. The Watson girl is charged with bebemg due to attempts to develop the goods being placed back in stock be
McCall Called
suffering for mail, express matter and
B. Gilbert, Mettle Drown, V. J. ing an accessory to the bonneg of a property
local
the
dealers,
who
then
notified
on which the collateral for
President
Jobs
A. MeCail of the
supplies.
Blobr, Cheeks CrOvt, Dr. Victor Vor- residesos out in Livingston county.
Appeal,
the
have been made to
detectives about Menefee eashtbaLon was made. Part of this con
Cole. Blanchard and the railroad cone- New York Lige Insuranee company
is, W. V. Eaton, H. P. Sights, She was in jail here in Paducah on
ing
the
check.
swas given by John W. Young
was then caned. After beine
Charles George, Dr. C. E. Parted, the charge of stealing money and a
About chi, time Detective Baker tniseon.
sided of Salt Lake dr Eastern
and
giving the preliminary informarevolver
from
Dairyman
Claude RusDr. Chassaigaas wires from TalluDr. Rovert Rivers, Dr. B. B. Grif•e
railway stock and other Salt Lake receive, word from Chattanooga,
tion as to his business arel residence,
lah
that
fith, D. G. Park, Januar E. Wilhelm, sell out on the Cairo road three stocks. 'This collateral
many
cases are being dis- he said
proved to be Tenn., that Menefee was wanted
be bad been controlled of the
charged as cured The sicknese there
James M Quinn, A. B. Smeb, W. miles from Sown. The Smithland au- of little value. Other collateral
theta
also,
the
but
communica
tion
conEquitable before becoming president
did
•
thorities
learned
incarcerat
of
her
ion,
is
more
general among the negroes of
E. Baker, Ella Crow, Mrs. Ella Hopsisted of contracts of the Kentucky not state what the nature of his supthe New York Life Insurorce
kins aad Lawyer L. K. Taylor. The and coming here took her back to Mineral and Timber company and the posed offense was. The Paducah than among the whites now. All of company
and previously had been
that
city
where
she
was
sent
to
the
yesterday'
witnesses for the defense are not on
s cases were negroes. Dr. superintendent
Amity Land and Irrigation company sleuths comenenced searching over
of insurance at Alschool.
She
escaped
from jail after of Colorado.
Eedorff has done such excellent work bany.
indictmebts, but every witness ke
the co atrY kit
being
gotten
Menafee
back
there,
but
and
was
he
reWas
at
Tallulah
both side* was eummoned yesterday
that the authorities wired
Attempts were made to develop the finally
He said it was true that he had,
in St. Louis, where it
Gov. Blanchard to have him remain. drawn checks
by Sheriff Lee Potter and his depu- captured. The Berry boy is charged Kentucky property and the Colorado I'
he
got
on the New York Ininto
'ante
trouble
Surgeon Genera) Wyman has given surance company's assount
ties, with the exception of V. J. with slipping tools into the county property, and large sums were ex- also.
local
departmen
without
t
telejail
and
in
that
manner anisting the pended for that purpose, and
Blow, who is in Louisville, Joe Lamthe approval of the finance commove.
by July graphed to St. Laois ordering the al': the necessary permission.
murderers
,
Cowan,
Wells
and
Procbert, who is out of the city, Leslie
1, 1905, the cost of the Kentucky rest and detection of Menefee, which
He sant tnis was almost a eaeo ocQuarantine Removed at Baton Rouge currence. Mr. McCall sae', he h:11LeNarce, of West Tennessee, and tor to file their way out. They were property stood at $619,067, and the resulted in a telegram reaching
here
Baton Rouge has been able to se- self is the sole judge of twhat checks
George C. Wallace, who is in the all cairght again in a few days.
Colorado property at $2,18.633. The yesterday that he was in the
toils of' cure the
Sheriff Pat Bash did not come Evadable Life Assurance
relief she ins asked for. The should be drawn without authorize-.
East on business. Mr. Blow is the
society the a-uthoreies and being held for the
quarantine imposed by the parish has tion.
most important witness in the pro- through ths city with the ,prisoners paid the Mercantile Trust company Paducah authorities
who go over tobeen removed. The planters will now
ceeding, as he war in the office on bound for Edelyville, but tooje the $218,264 on these loans on January day arid bring him
Andrew Hamilton, he said, has
back.
tteamer
Buttorff
and
be able to save their crops, which charge of the real estate of the comwent
up the 23, igloo, and $500,000 on February 4,
Loving when the shooting started.
Menefee was arrested yesterday
Cumberland river to the branch pris- Igoe. "The records of the society,"
were suffering for want of labor. pany throughout the country on a
The Afternoon Sun yesterday said
on with them. They included Cowan, said Mk. Min-ton, "disclose no au- and released, but shortly afterwards Quara.7t;.ne regulations have
raised salary of ;mono a year.
that this was the first case wherein
Proctor, Wells and the other; con- thority whatever for these payments, taken charge of again and is being the prices cif country products generTaking up the $too,000 in checks
a bench warrant had not been issued
detained.
victed.
ally in the towns of the state, eggs sent to Albany, Mr. McCall said, in
and the cash entries in respect to
i
immediately after a man was indicted
The house he was connected with and chickens now
them were very obscure."
commanding al- answer to 11r. Hughee, that he gave .
for murber and the accused arrested
Civil Orders.
is
one of the best known in the South Most prohibitive price,.
them to Hamilton. He said in 003
Mr. Morgan also sets forth that on
,
A divorce was toothed in the suit
and lodged in jail. Section ies of
and be has always stood well with
The steamer Frank B. Haynie, the company determined to buy the
the ermine] orate states that when a of Thomas Young against Bettie February to igoo, the executive corn- the
business men over the country, which left here some
nrittee of the Equitable Life Assurdays ago on an block in the rear of the home office
Man is innicted for murder and is
therefore the Paducah firm did not appeal from
society
resolution
ance
passed
aua
merchants at various in this city. He sent for a real
out on ball . the judge of the court
There was ordered distributed
suspect anything -wben he asked them peinte, matte
numerous land-nes and tate agent to take up the subject
cannot order him into the custody of among different parties money in the thorizing the president to convey to to cash
the
check.
individual
guarantors
the
Turthe
of
discharged
freight,
wit of Weeks vs. Weak,.
but was refused quietly. The New York Life In12* sheriff dt‘tli the jade* has docketpermisslon to land at settlements on surance company was not to he
B. F. Culp assigned to Henry Bel- ner loans the assurances of the soed the cast earl 'taken it up for conprotection. On Febthe °timeline river in Concordia par- known in the transaction. In Desideration:'edge Reettereeterday set lance a judreent of $303,77 that Culp ciety for their
ish. Health Officer Reeves fearing cember, tem, the real estate man rethe Isoving'ease down for today and got against J. J. Earnhardt, and ruary 14, tom the president of the
state'Alexander
made
society,
a
Mr.
,
that
the roustabouts might get ashore ported that he thought, the block
cannot de loin-Mien tenni it is readied. witch judgment Reliance paid to Culp
inent that these loans Were made in
and
spread
the !ever. Concordia has could be procured for. it,too.c000, and
Der
Earnhardt
Then if 'Leonine fails to appear the
.
the interest .of the society, and assurnot
recepted
the mosquito theory. that 15 per cent, of this should be
court .declaresf,thn $jo,000 bond ,fceavailable quickly.
ed the guarantors that the society DETECTIVE WILL BAKER RE- The boat will continue
her trips.
fe*d'arid•lictitla bench warrant issued
"that
Would see that the amounts their
TURNED
FROM
The
old Emergency hospital here. "I told him," said Mk. McCall,
LEXINGfor the accented
would
pot
touch
in
him
with
I
Judge
companies loaned would be repaid
TON YESTERDAY.
has new hcen closed, its beds, linens,
Judge /Seen lent reeving eotncsi
Hamilton. and, pursuant to that,
with interest.
ete
•
to temporary hospi- ordered the two seeeks in question
the garliasontrotenatt •'enema the
'
Mr. Mkrrton referred the matter to
ta'
•
eoes cf the state. The drann. The welcher°. will show what
Sun gays the, ainairosond) althosigh
special counsel, who have assured Albert
PADUCA
be;'
Massey,
es
H
is
0
COUNCI
now
being used as a ware- they were 'drawn for."
L
Colored,
NO.
32,
Pulled
For
averse to making.' nee eornment
him that the Equitable Life Assurhe'
ROYAL AND SELECT MAS'Butting inn When Officers
brthe marine hospital aittliorithrough the peers, t he judge';matks
ance company is not responsible for
Were Arresting Cartwright'
TERS', ELECT
ee that stils* notorssinu 4440rn- the -caoke
the loans. Mr. Morton has also notiTemporary Vete
is taken 'tin' he .would tnalle from. the
fied the Mercantile Trust company
He procured the vouchers and idenTwelve Petitions Received Last Night
cR,.- 7r A RIVAL
that he will expect it to repay the
beric/en;sige'nfattottietit -"regattlik' din
tified them. One as the comptrol—Degrees to Be Conferred WedDetective . William Baker returned
OF CAPT. KIDD ler's warrant and the other Mr. Ham$718,264 paid to it by the Equitable
ileintelligent millimeter IsOlnoting the
nesday, Octal:kr 3
yesterday from Lexington, Ky., where
law and tifhiself by thatnpaper.
fife Assurance society.
ilton's receipt. The words "for temhe carried the Skillian girl re the
o-Throats. Captain porary use" on one of the vouchers.
found
Minnerti
was
that
$265,oco
%Felipe
jurynds
=1,,
The grand
Paducah Council No .a, Rc)yatliTh Said by the Equitable Life Assurance reform school, while this morning
Victoria, B. C.
MT. elOnall said, meant that the.
in lour 'other '
,• be ;otily Select Maters, met leen evening to society to the Mercantile Trust com- Detective T. J. Moore is expected
money wanno be used for the purteneitstwo of thern-wesa.g.i,tien out for pub- the Fraternity build,ing and
Onseinetee. Sept. 2n—Cap. Alexa thor- pany on the $685,000 loan, the nature back from the same place, he having
directed and to be reported back to ,
lication on account of the other ac- ough reorganization
ens arrested nfonday the hoard. eHe said the .$1
was effectedd..
explain- carried there Dennis Reed, the negro ander
been
never
has
loan
which
of
had
-cused not hai-ineloyiet been .arrested.
The etertion of officers occurred ed. Counsel have been instructed to boy ordered coanned in that institu- last at Victor:. B. C, by. Canadian
milt ,11
been accounted for by Ntr,Wm
One b II was agetest C. Thomas, the re-tilting in the election
of James E. begin proceedings for the return of tion flo stealing a bicycle of Walter etitheritien a' no request of the Am- Mr. McCall here wanted to make ail
negro brakeman, charged with steal- Wilhelm, master; C. E
Whiteside!, this sum. This loan was carried on Sullivan's and selling it to Henry ericee (new\ r -tine for the depart- explanation, but Mr. Hughes, conned
ing the gun of Conductor Beyer.' deputy master; C.
men of jus1;ec, 'rider an indictment for
W. Thompson an account known as the "K. W. A. Rendeau, colored.
committee,
the investig'ating
Roberteion - from the feeight train the principal conductor of
14b;nille d. err70. than a year ago at
work; Fred Ar. No. 3 AcC8unt." Mk-. Morton also rewanted the areount as presented.
tette was ih <Sorge of and which Nagel. treasurer; Charles
Sae Francisoo on a charge of cenMassey Butted in
. ttolliday, ported to the directors that it would
The account, the witness said, was
train had Thomas employed on it. recorder; Ger. 0. Inseam,
captain of be necessary to charge off $86.4R8 Albert Massey, colored, "butted in" Spires+ in A.til7 out the schoener rendered orally to Mi. McCall it his
Thomas was accused of petty lar- the search; W. L. Bennett,
-.ie`ation of the seanne office
conduc- unpaid balance of a loan to John E. yesterday while Officers Singery and ,Ca- --m
He said Mr.' Hamilton had
ceny.
tor of the...council, and J. T. Redclick, Searies, who has gone through bank- Hurky were arresting Isaac and Jen- law ;. •
paid out $700ne0 on the Elm street
I*
In vennection with .the Thomas sentinel.
A telegtam received at the state de- property, and that there is still
ruptcy. The collateral against this nie Cartwrigbt, and for his feeling of
3235.case John prigs," was thdicted on the
After time officers were installed $86,488 Mr. Mlorton declares is with- sell-ftn,portance Massey was taken partment today announcing the ar- ono unexpected. The cheeks were
charge of .4ahe sitearing. lie SWOrt Messrs. W. A. Lawrehes,
charge of also. The Cartwrights are rest far sl-oe the Carmencita had produced. They were nine in numC. W. out value.
that the gun Thomas is accused of Thompson and J. T. Reddick
brother and sieter from out about linen refiteol ender the name of the ber, four to the order of John G.
were
"Acactilpe" ef elleged Mexican regis- Golding. the real estate broker. and
ptealing Was expressed hint acen appOinted as the finance committee
e
., While waiting to meet his wife at Tenth and Husbands streets and had
erew made up of men five to the order of Andrew A. HamTerineesee, and this proved to be
Eleven petitions were received for the Sixty-third street station of the trouble yesterday. The officers ar- try and --inn
said
to
te
as
"donee
a hand of rob- ilton.' These Mk. McCall said, were
false, Ihence th4 false
the
cryptic
swearing
degrees and ode petition Illinois Central in Chicago, W. P. rested them, and Massey then put in
bers and r".'•ti,rnats as have manned checks that had been paid on the
charge. Both of them cases were set for affiliation, all of
and
gab,
interfered,
his
superinten
Appleyard
with
result
dent
,
c°1'of
whom, were
a pire't coal', since the days of Cot. property bounded by Elne Worth.
down for tritd.tonen r '
elected
strurtion of the Fullman company, that he was pulled also.
i
Kidd."
'The other CaitS:' dbcketect for toLeonard inct Center streets, New
Wednesday night, October 3 %ens was run down an4 killed by a locoday are thoseterherging Ed Pankey, been selected as the date upon
York, in 1903.
motive.
which
Woman Cursed.
Renee! E. Kidd. of Staten Island,
with sta,iing win-soot% at the Cotmcil will hold a Ppcial
- meetOfficers Dugan and Churchill ar- N. Y.. e
billed and S. Hinersan
Governor Davis and Attorney GenSecond anti Jelfereon etteelet- Latior I ing for the patpdie .of confetting
the
itetiee Gaynor has denoted to Ac- rested Mary NlicClure, colored, on the Bird. el Me, • York City, was serieral Rogers engage in a bitter personDay, while the other nein pet for osee degree
a cl
of tweet cane
him fission nomination for rnapce charge of cursing Lena Springer up (Hwy :sitt-•4 in art automobile acei- al debate at Ozard .Ark., while the
dv
isk i
itrir
rig
eltuf‘
w York.
on Yeiser aYentle in Mechanicsburg.ident et r.":,:,!tOwn, N. 5.
crowd hoots and cheers by turns
17 It
r•
t•

Will Be Called In Circuit
Court This Forenoon.

OILY
VRE

VOL 22, NO. 122
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CtEAN 11101 MAYOR WEAVER COMMON GAMBLER QUITE CITY LIKE
JUDGE SANDERS PAD UP TO BE IMPEACHED Int
FINES TO THE "R„4 ippor
ADELP IVA'S
POSSIBLE.
-

PHIL- SENSATIONAL CHARCIP BY IN- MANY
.FLAT BUILDINGS ALrF
DIANA'S CHIEF EXECUTIVE
READY UP AND OTHERS
AGAINST EX-AUDITOR
ARE CONTEMPLATED.

Jesse Stringer Was Held to the Grand He Has Deserted Them and They Sara
He Could Not Recover From Mr. Charles Frederick Will
Put Up
Jury on Charge of Raising PayWill Undo Him in True,
Carouses in Time to Mutt, the
Structure of This Character at
They Swear.
State Tax Commission.
Sixth and Monroe.

CLEANLINESS
p.

is a necessity to perfect Health and an essential element
of Happiness.
To prevent sickness and enjoy the
comforts of life you should equip your
sleeping apartment or'dressing chamber
with a snowy white, one-piece
ilkodong,,Parealain Enamelled Lavatory and 101 ntnnisg lot and ophi
water u desired at your touch.
We have samples in our showroom
and will &illy quota, you prices.

Philadelphia, Sept. 20.—In a )re- 'Hamilton,
In the police engirt yesterday morn•
Ind., Sept. 20.—In an ad- The flat bufbding business in this
ing Judge Sanders handed out a markable slcclaraliOn of independence, dress at the
reunion of the Thirtieth city continues pushing forward as the
bunch of fines against the people Mayor Weaver, at three town meet- Indiana regime
nt, Gov. Hanley, the town gradnally grows into a metroings,
read
charged
himself out of the republi- principal speaker,
with Tanning
disorderly
made public his politan, and also cosmopolitan city, as
houses down Aorta Red Row, and it can party in Philadtilpitia as it now reasons for his actions
in the cast of during the past year or. two numeris more than probable that this will is constituted, and in defiance of the David E. Sherric
k, ex-auditor of ous stractureS of this' Character have
have the effect of patting things in a
bill and the city charter state, whose resigna
tion was forced gone up, and there are many more to
better moral condition down that pledged himself and all his office- by the govern
or. Facts and figures come, the demand seems to be so
way, like desired by the respectable holders to wole for The overthrow of were used
to show what 'became of strong for comfortable places of this
residents of the neighborhood. He the organization at The polls in No- the money.
belonging to the ,state nature.
fined Red Watson, Lizzie Fird, Lucy vember.
that was lost by "David E. Sherrick, The most recent person
deciding to
Imeirediately following this work, auditor
Augustus, Mrs Wooten and Dora
of the state and common put up a fine building of this charact
er
Meyers $25 and coats each, while a the investigating committee created gambler."
The governor charged is Mr. Charles Frederick, the sewing
fine of $40 and costs was assessed by the council to inquire into the that Sto,ocia
of
the
state's
machin
money went
e man, who owns the frame
mayor's actions since he turned reagainst Mks. Ross.
"by „check into the hands of the residence on the southwest corner
of
There was dismissed the case former, met in a hurried and extraor- gentleman
who was then operating Sixth and Monroe streets, and also
charging Ben Taylor, Mias Walter dinary sessior.
the Casino," at French Lick.
the brick just to the rear on Monroe.
At the clorle of the meeting it was
Bonds, with grand larceny.
The governor then enumerated a He cont‘rnplates tearing down
the
Jesse Stringer, colored' boy, was announced that the impeachment of list of what
he called "wild cat" se- old places, and putting up a big flat
Do you want& first class job by an
held to the grand jury on the charge Mayor Weaver soon would follow; curities, aggreg
ating a face value of building thereon, at cost of quite a
of raising the amount of two pay- that war now was declared to the $75,000
into
,
which the state's money snug sum of money.
expert !workman? If you do take
checks given hint at the Mechanics- bitter end, and that neither money. went.
Other flats are either being preparburg cooperage works where he was Men, nor reputations would be spar- 'Following
he
charged that Sher- ed for around tow-n, or in progress
It to!
eallployed. In paying him off the ed.
rick's continued absence from the of construction. Mrs. Bettie
Buckner
The charges against Mr. Weaver
management gave the boy two paysessions of the state board of tax is getting ready to erect one on
the
checks, and he raised the amount will cover his term of four years, be- colniniesidner
s was "occasioned by old Mkarrelli homestead at Fourth and
ginning with occurrences when he
each called for, by $4q.
drinking bouts and midnight carous- Monroe streets, Mrs. Clara Hetch
is
Torn Green was fined $ao and costs took the office of district attorney. als around
the gaming table from preparing to have some put up at
224 Broadway,
They will comprise malfeasance, acfor a breach of the peace.
which he could not recover in time Fifth and Adams streets, while the
Paducah, Ky.
Thomas Sledd was given a contin- cepting presents, violation of the to meet
with
commis
second
the
sion."
flat
buildin
g
of
Mr.
Willia
m
uance until today of the case charg- oath of office, and many other counts.
'He charged that Sherrick, at the Cochran is nearing completion at
ing him with detaining Ella Graves It is believed that it will be consumtime the Motion railroad came up for Ninth and Monroe streets.
against her will. Both are colored. mated within a month, and undoubt- asaresa
ment, argued that the assessIn addition to these there have alGeorge Diggs was given a contin- edly will be successful
ment be allowed to remain at $18,000 ready been finished and occupied the
uance until today of the proceeding
a mile, because in that case a friend Moore flats on Clay and Sixth and
charging him with a breach of the Oct "Eminently Respectable" Brand.
of his, to whom he was under great Seventh, McFadden flats on Seventh
The meetings were the result of a
peace.
obligation, personally, could get per- between Broadway and Jefferson, the
Coleman White, colored, was fined most curiodas condition in the recent manent
employment with the com- Scott flats at Seventh and BroadSao for whipping his wife behind fight. The machine had wiped out pany if the
assessment could be kept way, those to rear of Temple 'weal
the slate as unfit to go before the
Sixth and Washington streets.
at $18,000. This part of the speech opposite, and that behind the Whepeople
and nominated a new ticket, conclu
Until today was postponed the
ded:
field home on Seventh between
breach of the peace charge against composed of an "eminently respecta- "There
is evidence, overwhelming Broadway and Kentucky avenue.
Dock Foster, and Reuben Whitlow, ble" brand of citizens.
and convincing, that Mr. Sherrick, Four years ago thil city did not
ivisile the drunk and disorderly war- To block the reformers the politi- auditor
of state, was a common know what a flat building was, when
rant against John Bulger went over cians called a town meeting at the gamble
r, and that he was at the time it came to having one right in the
academy of musk, which seats 5,000
until this morning also.
of his resignation, and had been for midst of the community, but now
persons, and is the only proper place two
years, in the habit of losing large there are six big ones standing and
for such a gathering. When the re- sums
of money, not his, but your, at more yet to come.
formers went to engage the academy
the gaming table.
they found it leased until after the "Certai
n people claim tbat gambling
election. A reward of $soo was ofand an open door to vice are essenfered for information regarding the
DR. WILLIAM HANK GOES TO lessee by the reformers. This brough tial to the material prosperity of
t municipal communities. I do not
ARIZONA TODAY TO LOout the fact that the gang aggra had
think so. But you are the jury. It is
CATE PERMANENTLY.
taken the place at a cost of $25,000,
for you to decide"
CHARLES
FULKS
WILL BE
for the sole purpose of presenting
TAKEN FROM COUNTY JAIL
meetings there.
Of Paducwill, Kentucky,
TO HICKMAN.
At once the Broad street theater, GRAND JURY INVESTIGATION
Mr. John Watts Elected Secretary of
Capital and Surplus $185,000
association hall, and Witherspoon auNational C.armen's Union and
ditorium, with a total seating capacity Of &sandal Over Defeat of
May Leave Here.
Anti- D. J. Fraser
Granted Power of Attorof 3.000, were taken.
Prizefight Bill in California.
ney to J. W. McKnight—TrainThe machine now called all reED P. NOBLE,PRES.
0. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRE&
ing School Articles Filed.
I. WiHiam Hank leaves today for straint off and knowing what Mr. San Francisco,
N.
W.
Sept.
VAN
W.—Bil
CTJLI
ly
N
Weaver
CASHIER.
contem
plated packed crowds
Arizona to locate and take up his reNolan, manager for Battling Nelson,
Transacts all regular booldog business.. Solicit
in
the
street.
These
were
riotous
and
s your deposits. Pays
side. He has many friends here who
the prize-fighter, has made a stateCircuit court has started at Hick- per cent per annum on time certificate
wish him viell in his new territory. as the mayor passed in a carriage he ment that a fund
of
deposit
s..
gaiety bozos in fire
of
$7,000
was
raised man, and County Jailer Fayette
Dr. Hank has been engaged in the was hooted and threatened. Only a in San Francisco to defeat
proof vault for rent at $3 to Ito per year
the
Ralston
little
was
needed
precipi
to
as to size. You carry your own
Jones of here is expecting any day
tate a riot anti
drug business for a number of years
-prizefight bill at the last session
to receive word from the authorities key and no one but yourself has access.
past at Seventh and Clay streets, and and at one time it seemed as though of the state legisla
ture. He charges there, that they
are coming after
confined himself so close that his the mayor's carriage would be over- that Harry Corbet,
with whom he had Charles Futka,
The police charged the
the negro boy who is
heakh began breaking, and he dis- turned.
deposit
ed
$2,500
forfeit money prior charged with
For Vaults, Monuments and General Cemetery
attempting to assault
posed of his interests, and now is crowds and the mayor reached the to Nelson's recent
Work Use
fight with Britt, Itlks. Weezy
of
that
section
advised by his physicians to go to theater in safety.
,
and
who
is holding jt,coo of the forfeit money
Arizona where the cilmate will help
as Nolan's share of the alleged cor- was brought here for safekeeping
against the mob that had formed to
Remarkable Political Utterances. ruption
him recover his heartiness.
fund used at Sacramento.
The meeting was remarkable for
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for
Corbett admits holding the money. lynch him. He is in the county jail
Monumental and
two utterances—that of the mayor
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHIT
but says Nolan owes him that here.
Captured Honor.
E UPON EXPOSand Director of Public Safety Potter.
Me. John Watts, of this city has
amount. He denies that any money
URE AND THEN RETAINS I18 WHITENES
S; does not bePower of Attorney.
been elected secretary of the Railway The mayor's was the first of the was paid legislators to defeat the
come
dark and discolored.
kind
in
republi
can
Philade
lphia. It prizefight biii.
Documents were yesterday lodged
Carmen's national body which is now
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT
in session at Buffalo, New York, and was:
During the last session of the Cali- with the county clerk, in which D. J.
as result has resigned his position "I now pledge myself and my ad- fornia legislature Senator Ralston its Fraser conferred power of attorney
ministration in all its parts to the ashere in the local postaffice.
troduced a bill prohibiting profession- to J. Wj McKnight.
sistanc
e and help of the good people al
Mr. Watts has been connectea
prizefights in the state; the bill
SOLE AGENT, also TRIM BLE ST., PADU
with the car building department of of Philadelphia in bringing about an passed the senate, and enough votes
Property Sold.
CAH, KY.
overwhelming defeat for the organithe bIlinois Central railroad at this
were pledged in the assemblr to in- Property lying in the O'Bryan adzation.
"
point for a number of years, and has
sure its passage in the house. A few dition to the city has been sold by
Director Poter's declaration was
been an active member of the cardays before the bill came up,for con- W. C. O'Bryan to John Wilkins, and
men's union, having a year or two equally succinct, and as the head of sideration in the assembly, a delega- the deed filed for record in the counago been placed on the national fi- police was strange:
tion of San Francisco gamblers, prize- ty clerk's office yesterday. The connance committee. The first of this "1 will bang to a lamp post every fight managers and promoters invade sideration was $60 cash.
DAWSON SPRINGS, KY.
d
fraudulent voter you catch," said he.
year he ouit th estiope and took a
Theodore Scheaffer purchased from
Sacramento. They did considerable
There
are
no
words
to
describ
e the entertaining, and
c!erkahip in the postoffice under the
when the anti-prize- J. M. Clark for St,000, property lying
This fine modem hotel is now open under a
civil service. Being on the finance chaotic condition of politics and the fight bill came up for consideration it out about Tennessee street.
new
bittern
ess
Philade
in
lphia.
When
committee be went to the Buffalo
The Suburban Realty company sold aaanagessest1 far guests at. the
was defeated Since than San Franelectio
n day dawns in November it
conventiorf now in session and has
cisco has become the prizefight center to Lawrence A. Albritton foe $1,330,
written in of the country
FAMOUS KINTUCKY WATIKING MACY
been selected secretary for the nation- will leave a ' record
property at Twenty-first and Jeffer.
al body. He now telegraphs back blood.
'Nolan.* charges were published son streets.
Very bast acconansodadons at reasonable rates
here his resignation of the postoffice "The mayor wilt not be in fhe chair here and District Attorney Seymour, y. J. Covington sold to Della Abplace, in order to assume charge of one month,'" is the consensus of op- of Saoramento, has announced that as lett for $6o, property in the Vaughan
the new position which is a trusted ioion among politicians of both sides, soon as he is through with the case addition to the fity.
Co.,
one, with a handsome salary attach- "and we would not give thirty cents of ex-Senator Emmons, who is
on
for
the
chance
s
for
his
'health
from
ed to same.
trial for accepting a bribe, he will call
Dawson Springs, Kentucky..
Incorporating Articles.
He will be succeeded in the post- now until the election and a month the matter to the atention of the Sac- 'Articles of incorporation were filed a_
office here by one of the two eligi- after"
ramenta grand jury. Nolan has sig- yesterday with the clerk by the board
bles, John Hawkins and E. L. Wilnified his willingness to remain in of directors of Riverside hospital, for
To Be Punished as.' Traitor.
son. Which one, it is not yet
Califor
nia and testify before the the "Riverside
hospital
training
A politician close to the organizaknown.
school for Nurses." The school will
grand
jury.
It is not yet known where —Mr. tion said:
be maintained at the Riverside hos(Incorporated.)
Watts will have to move and make "For four years Mr. Weaver trainpital on Fourth and Clay streets,
SMUG
GLIN
G
IN
CHIN
ed with she machine. Wlhen he was
AMEN
General Cartage Business,
hie headquarters.
where young ladies can enter, and if
district atorney there were criminal
they prove satisfactory, attend the Supe
rior Facilities for
cases intimately affecting the welfare, Inspectors in Immigrant Service Are
Office
school, but while studying help
MARRIED FOUR WOMEN
of the machine, in which he worked
Summarily Dismissed.
around the institution, and receive Handling Freight, Machinery
2nd and Monroe
for it, and received the mayoralty as
therefor the sum of $2.50 per week,
Frederick E. Carleton is Indicted for a reward for
And Household Goods.
his services in the inWashington, Sept. 2o.—The depart- and their board and room. The
Both 'Phones II
board
Bigamy in Brooklyn.
famous Salter trial.
ment of conwnerce and labor today of directors for the hospita
l,
have
"The ugliest kinds of reports have issued an order removing Edward charge
also of the training school,
New York. Sept. 20.—Indictments been current
for months that ex-Judge Boltz and Chas.
W. Stevenson, they being Mayor Yeiser, President
accusing Frederick E. Carlton, of Gordon
held up to him the choice of Chinese inspectors in the immigration Dick Davis, of
the aldermanic board,
I3nooklyn, of bigamy, in marrying the peniten
tiary or reform as he saw service. They were charged in as- President George
Ingram of counfour women, three in Brooklyn and it. All these
things the machine sisting in smuggling four Chiaamen cilmanic board,
and Drs. Jeff D.
one at Rochester, N. Y., were found knows,
and now that all considera- into the United States at Buffalo, N. Robertson
and Frank Boyd. They
by the grand jury of Kings county tion*, either
or personal safety or Y., and with swearing falsely at the are now preparing
their book of regtoday. It is alleged that he married anything else
have gone down in bit- heating of these Chinamen, whose ulations
for the school, stipulating
Willetta S. Bird in this city in Mu; terness this
is the bitterest of politi- cases are now before the United how long anyone
Accident, Life, Liability, Stearn Boilershall study there beLucie Kettering, of Rochester, on cal wars.
States commissioner at Buffalo. This fore being given a finished nurse's
December 20, I&V; Mary J. Smith, "Weaver 'has
been singled out as a is the first time since the govern- certificate.
in Brooklyn, in taco; and Marie traitor to be
punished, no matter if ment has been enforcing the Chinese
Gorman in Brooklyn, in tooa. He is tido punishment
results in prison for exclusion act that an inspector has
Galvanized Robber Roofing waralleged to have used the name of Wil- the gangsmen themsel
ves. Prison been found guilty of such an offense ranted for steep or flat roof
or over Office Phone 369,
Residence Phone 726
liam E, Rodrigues in marrying the faces them anyway
, they feel, and
old
shingle
s, requires no coating or
Rochester girl.
they intend to drag Weaver down in
Mr. Snooks—To what, sir, do you paint. Ford Manufacturing Co, ChiCarleton pleaded not guilty, and the common wreck.
"
attribigg your ewers* as a salesman? cago. G. R Davis & Bro., local
the hearing was postponed to SeeMr. Seltiim—If a customer doesn't agents.
tember 23, on his statement that he
Contractor William Katterjohn is in see what he wants,
I make him wane
wanted witnesses front San Francisco, the city for a few days
what he sees.
Subscribe for THE REGISTER.
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Hi A. ROSE ESTATE I SEWER SYSTEM RED MEN ELECT
RUDOLPH, ADMINISFELIX
TRATOR, FILES SUIT FOR
SETTLEMENT.

OFFICERS TO BE CHOSEN
Proposition to Extend Seems 'THE
NEXT WEEK SERVE ONLY
A SHORT TERM.
to Be Hung Up for a Time

Coming Coming

Mechanics and Farmers Bank Sued
This Alteration Is Necessitated on
CIVIL ENGINEER HASN'T
James Vlaholeas for $95o—John
Account of the Great Council
TIME TO MAKE PLANS.
Rogers Sued J. M. Dunlap.
Changing Fiscal Year.

the ereat

miter amusement Co.

Word Will Be Sent Contractors for
Vestertjay in the circnt court there
Tomorrow evening being the last
Bitulithic Work to Begin and
was filed a suit by Felix G. Rudolph,
meetng night of the Red Men bePress Their Contracts.
administrator of the estate of the late
fore the final session of this month,
nomnations are in order tomorrow.
H. A. Rose, against Ione T. Rose
night for the officen to be filled the
and others. It is a friendly action
THE WEST END CROSS
evening of Friday, September noih,
for settlement of the estate of the
CREEK NUISANCE ON CITY.
late Mr. Rose, who was killed by H.
at which time. the election is held.
month
There
ego.
severa
Lorin
s
l
g
H.
The elections this time are a genare several co-defendants who are
eral sbifking around of things'becau.se
It is more than probable that nothAmong the creditors holding account*
the Great °outwit of Kentucky when
ing whatever will be done this winagainet the estate.
in session here Past spring changed
Thus fsr1 sig7,000 worth of life in- ter 'regarding extending the sanitary the fiscal year of -the secret order for
surance policies have bete* iound, 4weratite system of this city o4 this commonwealth. Heretofore the
payable to the estate of the deoeased. Broadway and creating a new dis- fiscal year begun September 3oth
His only he:r is the little daughter trict that w.dl include tbalt portion of and last for twelve months. This
lone, who is five years of age. There the city lying between Ninth, Foun- meant that this date was the beg nyet a Sio,000 life inauranoe policy tain avenue, Kentucky avenue and uing of the year for that order. As
i
.
t, it being held by the Western Na- Trimble street. This decision was
result every 3oth of September the
na! bank of Louisville, to whom it practically reached yesterdny after- election of officers has been held, all
was made payable in smearing some noon gt the meeting of the( board of being chosen for a period
of six
public- works at which tins City Enfinatmal mafters of the deceased.
months with the exception of the
FOR EVERYBODY, AGE CUTS NO FIGURE. 'THE
gineer
Washi
ngton
report
LARGEST AND BEST AMUSEMEN
ed to that chief of records, and treasu
Mr. Rudialelb ie administrator of the
T AGGRErer,
who
GATI
ON IN THE COUNTRY. WATCH FOR THE FAMO
estate and has received word from body that he just did not have the were named for twelve months.
US "SUNFLOWER
In
SPEC
IAL.
"
BAND
CONC
ERTS
TWIC
time
to
get
E DAILY BY THE BEST MILITARY BAND
up the plans and specifica- this manne
Louisv lie that if the Viinitern Nar the chief of records and
ON THE ROAD, DOWN THE
INTERESTING MORAL PIKE YOU WILL BE DELI
tional bank resumes business that the tons this winter for the proposed treasurer held *mit September 3oth
GHTED WITH THE TRAINED
WILD
policy will be sent here for collection new district, because the street re- to September
ANIM
AL
AREN
EVER
A;
Y
ANIM
AL AN ACTOR; SUBDUED BY THE
3oth, while the balance
IRON WILL OF THEIR TRAI
from the company in which it is construction, work and other improve- of the officia
NERS
AND
remai
MAD
roster
l
ned
PERF
E
TO
in ofORM THE MOST WONDERFUL FEATS
ments, 11111e kept him so constantly
held.
WITH ALMOST HUMAN INTE
fice from September 30th to March
LLIGENCE.
engag
that
momen
not
ed
a
of
t
spare
31st, and then their successors were
11111r1
time existed for the sanitary exten- chose
Bank Sued Viewless.
n March 3ist for the six months
The Mechanics and Farmers bank sion. He informed the board of running up to September 30th.
of this city has filed Alit in the cir- works to this efiect and this body
Now last sprng the fiscal year was
cuit court against Jsa., Vlaholaas directed a communication to the al- changed so as to run from December
for Soso claimed dee on a note de- dermen that will be presented this 31st for twelve months, and this
FEATURING DAINTY, DETERMINED DEMONA
LOOPING THE LOOP IN A HOL
fendant executed to plaint:ff fur bor- evening at the meeting of that body. means that each December 3t5t the
LOW BALL.
HERE
ALSO WILL BE PRESENTED D.I.RE DEVIL
rowed money. The bank asks that This document acquaints the legisla- chief of records and treasurer will be
SMITHSON LEAPING
THE
GAP; THE
tive
WHIR
overc
body
with the
LING WHEELERS; ALBERTO, THE HUM
rowded con- named for one year
there be sold the confectionary stock
AN SNAKE; THE RANDALL
and the balance
BROS.
, EXPERT
and fixtures of defendant at 406 dition of affairs in the office of the to serve six months only, or up until
RIFLE SHOTS; THE VELAILE TRIO, WORLD'S
FAMOUS ACROBATSSARDINE
Broadway, and which stock is mort- city engineer, and states that it is June 30th, when successors are
AND DENMAR,
EQUILIBRISTS.
practically impossible to do anything named
gaged so the bank.
to fill out the ensuing six
THE KATZENJAMMER KAS
.
TLE. A DESPONDENCY DISPEL
Last week the hindlord owning this winter with the plane as things months that carries things up to DeUE OF THE IRRESISTIBLE
KIND
MAKE
S
THE
OLD
FEEL
now
stand.
worka
YOUNG AND THE YOUNG FEEja, GAY.
The
board
of
.
the house Vktholea* occupies got ont
cember 310t. Now the present chief
THE ALPS—BEAUTIFUL IN ITS RARITY,
a distrese warrant against him on however, stipulates to the aldermen of records and treasurer were chosen
ENCHANTIN% IN. rrt LOVE
LINESS
CREATION—THE MOST SUBLIME SPECTACL
the ground that he could not pay the that if it is desired that the work be September 30th, 1934, to serve for
E EVER Ma-Er/MD.
WITHOUT
$73 rent due. Orders were made in prepared for anyhow this winter that twelve months, while the balance
EXCEPTION THE GRANDEST PRODUCTION EVER
of
ATTEMPZED UNDER CANVAS.
the cs tirt of Justice Young ordering they will try to employ the services the present officers were named on
PROSY FROM PARIS—ONE OF THE SIX BIG
HITAON THE /NEE AT THE
that the mock be sold also to pay the of some sanitary engineer and con- March 31st last, to
WORLD'S FA/R.
serve until the
GRAN
D, GORGEOUS, GLITTERING, GLORIOUS.
tracto
best
things
r
to
their
get
and
do
rent.
agli PEGov.
30th instant, or six months. Now in
.
Aft
HOW OLD IS ANN—SEE HER YOURSELF
in shape for conwriencement of the order to drift
. 'WU WILL LikUGH AT ANN .
things around so the
work next spring.
THE PALACE OF MIRTH—EVERY MOVE ILQU,
Sued on Account.
elections will confbrm to the fiscal
mom!, EVERY STEP YOU
TAKE—LAUGH.
The engineer has enough work in year, one week from tomorrow night
John Rogers has filed sea in the
WU CHINO MA—THE SMALLEST CHINAMAill
,
IA
THE WORLD
circuit court against Contractor J. his office for three men and cannot the local lodge v.,-41 elect every official
THE ELECTRIC THEATRE—SHOWING.
Tim mixrr SENSATIONAL PICT
M. Dunlap Scr SIN, and attached possibly keep up with it, therefore including chief of records and treasINES EVER RAPFC—
DUCE
D BY ELEcRicrry
money owing defendant from the some things have to be postponed urer, to serve until the last of this
TAKE "A RIDE ON PARKER'S FAIdqUS FOUR
"-school board for erecting the new and 'taken '
1P lust when possible to year only. Then December 3rst the
HORSE ABREAST
.ChlitRY-till-ALL. HEAR
THE Sto,000 ORCHESTRION PLAY THIttATE
McKinley bu Feting in Mechsnicabtng. reach them. Mg, the various street chief of records and treasurer will be
ST AIRS. TAKE A RIDE
IN %ME PARRIS WHEEL
The amount sued for* is claimed as work is gong forward already it has elected for one year and the sache
AND GET OFF THE EARTH. THE AMER
m
ICAN VILLAGE WILL IX
an old debt /or groceries.
,i_ 'iliDeJECT OF INTEREST
to be looked after first and the other and other officials for six
TO EVERY ONE ENTERING THE GROU
month.,
NDS, AND THE OLD C
things afterward.
when successors of the latter will be
OP:NTRY STORE WILL FURNISH
AMUSEMENT FOR ALL.
NOT A PULL MOMENT,. );0',
The school board ti-as urged that named for another like period.
..salifETHING GOING ON ALL riE
TIME.
the sewer be extended so the WashThe lodge numbers its member,
ington school building on Broadway several hundred, therefore it is a large
could get the benefit of the connec- arrd growing order of interest, and altions, and as long as thbi was wanted ways hold; a rousing meeti
ng the
BUILDING IN DISTRICT NO.
ag the city officials thought they might night officers are elected.
IS BEING MOVED IN THAT
as well lay off a new district for the
MANNER.
northwestern portion of the city and CHOLERA
HAS BEEN CHECKED
put down extensions that will benefit
RATES ON ALL RAILROAD
S. It—
that entire portion of the town.
Epidemic Now Entirely Unlikely Is
Melber County School Has Started
The board of works ordered that
Official Declaration.
States entitled "The Land of
Its Session—Mr. Ragsdale Still
water closets and toilet rooms be
Unlimi
ted
Helping Here in the City.
Possibilities," insisted that
placed in the city hall annex, which is
Washington, Sept. 20.—The Gerthe United States and Germa
the two-story, double tenement brick man government has declar
ny beed that
longed together economically,
residence beside the hall. Sheds the cholera epidemic has been checkeach
GERMANY AND THE UNITED suppl
Superintendent Marvin Ragsdale of were also ordered built
out behind ed. Ambassador Tower cabled the
ementing the other. He disthe county schools, yesterday
STAT
ES
ARE
HAY FEVER VICTIMS
LAUDED AT
receiv- the annex for various purposes.
state department Tuesday from Bermissed the icha of any militant
SURELY
ed word from district No. 25 out
BERLIN BANQUET.
cusWANT FROST TO COME
in
Permi
ssion
lin
follow
23
was
s:
given
to
W.
E.
toms policy, which, he said,
the county, that the school house
could
had
AND THAT QUICKLY.
"It is announced officially by the
been gotten up on a wagon and would Cochran to buikl a temporary sideonly please the conrmercial rivals
walk
beside
of
Germa
hi.
gover
n
,
fiat
nment
buildi
that
ng
at
the
Ninth
choler
a Emperor's
be placed in its new location by
to- arid Monroe streets, with the under- has been checked and
Representatives Say Coun- both countries.
that any epiday or tomorrow. This means
tries Bound Together EconomThe speaker admitted that the
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The details ov the baby contest to
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Eugene.Spofiold's Merry Musical Whirl
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(INCORPORATED)
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Cecil Read
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known and prominent citizen of the erage of three and a half timies as the hearty, energetic and united supConcord disteir,t, died eerier Tuesday much dirt fell from the unwashed port of the local clergy and in some
Both Phones 6gs--Rooms aoo and 104
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morning after only a few days' 1!1- udders as from the same od- conspicuous instances the preachers
Office
with
Rivers
Drs.
Rivers,
.fk
pan
' rens. Mr. Stubblefield was one of der, after they were washed. WRth have taken the initiative and led the
Fraterity Building.
' the county's best citizen's and good soiled udders the average was eight- fight.
—LAWYER—
Nort hFifth, Both Phone 3ss.
man. He leaves a family of four een. and with muddy udders, ninety
Governor Folk, of Missouri, has
sons, his wife having preceded him times as Touch dirt from the unwash- had the cordial and outspoken co-op- Residence zoo Clay, Old Phone 1693
Will practice in all courts of Ken-ALBEN W. BARKLKY,
ed as from the washed.
to the grave several years ago.
eration of the pulpit in that state, first
AIM
The Holland case is set for the Coaling the milk in a temperature in his warfare against the boodlers in
tuck; sod Dimon'.
Attorney-at-Law.
38th, at Benton. We understand of 50 degrees Fahrenheit or below, aa St. Louis and other political corrup- press and by Mayor Weaver himself
s that the defendant has filed a motion soon as it is drawn, checks the actioy tionists, and later in his bold and WC- Another notable and conspicuous
Room No. 5, Columbia %gilding.
'to have the case returned to this of bacteria, thus adding to the keep- r.114441CIP onslaught upon the race-track instance of the large and affective
comity, setting forth that it was en- ing quality of milt Boiling milk at gamblers. Governor Han:y. of In- service that may be rendered: to the
tirely unnecessary to remove it, that the dairy prevents (contamination dur- diana, hae found his chief coadjutors cause of civic righteousness by even
DENTIST.
- there was or is -nothing to deter a ing delivery and subsequently. Every- and supporters in his crusade against a few brave and aggressive men of
jury herein doing their full duty in thing in the dairysoom must be kept gambling and Sunday liquor selling the pulpit is furnished in the case of
Office over Globe Bank and Trust
the matter: besides that it is an in- clean, and the floor must be damp. among the members of the ministe- Milwaukee. To the Ministerial AsCo„ 31u6 Broadway.
TRUEHEART
BUILDING.
justice to him and putting him to un- Under these conditions, germs can- rial associations and other religious sociation of that city in a large meas_ Both phone 886 at the. office, both
necessary expense and inconvenience. not fly about. The utensils used in bodies of his state. It was, in fact, ure, and more particularly to the per. and that its removal by I
DR. W. C. ENBANKS,
com- the dairy should be washed and ster- chiefly because of the denunciation of sistent efforts and fearless leadership phones aao at residenc. Office hours
monwealth was unprecedente in the iFized after each using, The con- these evils from the pulpits of Indi- of a single clergyman, F. E. McGov- 7 to 9 a. in.; I to 3 p. nu, 7 to g 9. M.
(Homeopathist.)
• state, something unheard of on the sumer, too, has a responsibility. The ana and the movement againat them ern, is due the recent tremendous upmilk must be kept cool after delivery thus begun that he took up
•!!.! part of the commonwealth, etc.
MilOffice, 3o6 Broadway—Phone Tao.
the work. heaval of municipal affairs of
and properly protected from dust and As for the municipal regeneration of waukee, the astounding exposures of
odors. If these precautions were tak- Philadelphia which has given cause "graft," of protected vice and crime.
Residence, 819 Broadway.
(Clinton Gazette, Igth.)
Miss Mollie Gore, daughter of.Mrs. en by both consumer and producer, for so much rejoicing among the aTI of which has resulted in the reOFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTH
Phone mg.
Nancy Gore, was marriea on Sept. large sums of money would be saved friends of municipal refoern through- turn by a grand jury of no Tess than
6th to Mb'. Thomas Roseberry, of annually, and the cause of public out the country, it 'has been justly 2111 true bflln against thirty-three
TELEPHONES
Murohysboro. Ill. The wedding took hygiene greatly promoted. It costs attributed in no small degree to the persons for bribery and perjury.
Ofiee plume 251, Residence pisone
414
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PADUCAH. ICY.
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M,idway, Ky, Sept. 20.—Mr. Ben ed and encouraged by the Oro's* in- les, Sign ID,iego, Cal., for $33.00.
weeks ago while attending noon fuis
soflopo Fraternity Building.
father, who was suffering from the Jacinion was accidentally shot and dorsement and outspoken sympathy J. T Donovan, Agt. P1tducah, Ky
Office also Park Bid'g, Mayfield Ky.
earne disease at his home on the 'killed yesterday morning. He was of preachers of every sect and denom- G. C. Warfieht, T. A., Union Depot.
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
riding in a buggy, accompanied by inational societies. That the success
'Moscow road.
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of largely due to this co-operation of Job and Edition bidding. The only
PADUCAH, KY.
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Where Clothing is a Handicap—Situ- Broker Admits That He Arranged to
Pay Converse That Amount Beated on an Island in the Old Bed
of that Danube, Half Hour by Train fore the Divorce Proceedings Were
Brought, Also to Pay His AttorFrom the Center of the City of
neys Sa,000 Mora.
Vienna.

South Bound.
NO. 101
Leave Cincinnati
8:20 a.m.
Leave Louisville
12:20 p.m.
Leave Owensboro ............ • • • • • • • •
Leave Horse Branch
, 340 Pin.
Leave Central City
3:55 Pm.
Leave Nortotivilki
4:37 P.m.
Leave Evansville
Leave Hopkinsville
Leave Prineeton
5:25 p.m.
Arrive Peducelt
5:4a
Leave Paducah
6:45 plo.
Arrive Fulton
7:55 Pin.
Arrive Gibbs, Tenn.
8:31 p.m.
Arrive Rive,
8:39 p.m
Arrive Jackson
Arrive Memphis
to:3o p.m.
Arrive New Orleans
22:00 a.m.

No. 203
6:oo p.m.
9:40 P.m.
6:3o p.m.
12:08 a,us.
1:03 a.rrs.
1:40 2A/1.
4:40 PAIL

No. 121
7:25a.m.
*9:oos.m.
I I:05a.m.
12:3op.m.
:2Sa.m.
8:3osi.m.
I :aos.m.
2:35p.m.
435P-m.
4:110P-nl•
6:oop.m.

(London Staitdard.)
(New York American.)
'Austria possesses an original estab- • Mks. Paul McCormac, who was debehment which styles itself a "cure" fendant iss one of the most remarka2:27 a.m.
by air, sand aqd massage. It is sit- ble divorce entanglements ever tried
a.ns.
3:40
lotted, our Vienna correspoedent in the courts of this city, last night
•I•
Yet boys must walk somewhere and what if their feet,
11.111
3:45
says,
on
an island in the old bed of reiterated to a reporter her statement
Sent out of our houses, sent into the street,
4:30 a.m.
the Danube, half an hour by train that her former husbend, Charles E.
5:17 a.M.
Should step round the corner and pause at the door
irons the center of the city.
Converse, a wealthy merchant of
5:23 a.m.
Where other boys' feet have paused before;
As it was somewhat late in the af- Poughkeepsie, had actually entered
7:te ails.
ternocno when he visited it, most of into an agreement to sell her to her
Should pass through the gateway of glittering light,
8:15
the clients had left, but some 'fifty present husband, Mr. MicCormac.
Where jokes that are merry and song, that are bright
8:15 p.01.
8:3opni.
or sixty were still curing them- 'Niel.
Cormac, who has now
Ring out a warn/ welcome with(Uttering yoke,
selves, each after his or her own brought suit against Converse to comNorth Bound.'
No. 102
NO. 124
And temptingly say, "Here's a place for the boys?"
kind. As many as 2,000 invalids are pel him to allow- her to see more of
No. 122
Leave
New Orleans
7:10 p.m.
said to visit the spot on a Sunday her 9-year old son, Joseph Alden
Ab, what if they should? What if pato boy or mine
a.mu.
9:15
6:5o S.M.
afternoon. Next to the wigwam Converse, discussed the wrongs she Leave Memphis
8:50 pen.
Should cross o'er the threshold which marks out the line
built of wattles which serves as a declares her first husband beeped up- Leave Jackson, Tenn.
t000
'Twixt virtue and vice, 'twixt pureness and sin,
dressing room is a small open space, on her, as ghe sat in the reception Leave Rives
9:42 a.m.
II:58
And leave all his innocent boyhood within?
set out with rustic tables and bench- rooms of her apartments at No. 316 Leave Gibbs
•g:48 sari.
9:15 p.m.
• • • • • •
Leave Fulton
es, and a path leads down a steep Wlest 95th street.
,
to:to a.m.
12:35 a.rn.
place to the men's bathing place, next
A place for the boys, dear mother, I pray,
In an adjoining room her husband Arrive Paducah
11:20 a.m.
143 a.m.
7:40CEIL
to
which
is
the
ladies.'
was
The
11:as 11.02. •
discussing the suit, which is to Leave Paducah
earthly
only
way,
short
down
,
settle
round
our
cares
z:48
As
7:soa.m.
Arrive
Princeton
botindar'es
between
12:39 p.m.
them anff the pub- be tried in October in the Appellate
3:03
(Don't let us forget, by our kind, loving deeds
9:29a-m•
lic is an occasional pole in the water. 'Division of the Supreme Court, with Arrive Hopkinsville
3:50
RIR
P•m•
9:40
•
needs;
and
pleasures
their
remember
we
show
To
Sitting about the beeches, smoking, Lawyer I. N. Jacobson, of Howe & Arrive Evanwville
6:25 p.m.
ose
9:45 a.M.
Though our souls may be vexed with the problems of life, •
drinking beer and lemonade, and Hemmen, counsel for Mrs. McCor- Arrive Nortorrrille
1:28 pm.
so:35a.m.
3:51 am.
Anrive Central City
chatting, were gentlemen with mod- mac.
2:05 p.m.
And worn with besetmentc, and toiling and strife,
II:30a.m.
4:30 a.m.
Arrive
est
bathing
pants
Horse Branch
and
ladies
in
suit
The
seamis
in
3:00 p.m
the
nature
young—your
an
of
apmine—
keep
and
heart
tired
will
5:13 a.m.
Our hearts
t2:559.ne
less and armless, also shapeless peal to the Appellate Division over a Arrive Owensboro
8:15 a.m.
4:55 p.m.
4:55P•111-.
!! we give them a place in their innermost shrine;
smocks. From time to time theygdecision made by the supreme court, Arrive Louisville
5:35 pin.
7:5o a.m.
4:55PATI.
And to our life's last hour 'twill be one of our joys
rose and strolled backward and for-rienying Mrs. McCormac any more Arrive Cincinnati
9:15 p.m.
11:55
corner—a
small
boys.
for
place
the
ward, the men seeking a sunny place than the three hours each month that
That we kept a
in order to brown themselves, and was permitted by the court when the
ST. LOUIS DIVISION.
the ladies as much air as possible, as divorce was granted to Mr. Converse
(North Bound.)
they were undergoing the air cure. in December, 1903.
(South Bound.)
No. 306. No. 374Having nothing on but the aforesaid
NO. 305• No. 375.
Mts. McCormac emphasized the
smock, they naturally obtained the promise made in the appeal papers Lv. Paducah.... za:4op.m. 4:20P-121. Lv. St. LOU i9.... 7:45a.m. 9:40P-madvantage of all the available air.
2:50e.m. 6:2op.m.
that testimony would be produced at Ar. Carbondale.. 4:25P-m- 8:40P.I"• Lv.
5 30a ATL 8:osam. Lv. Carbondale. II:aoam. 7:o5a.m.
The ambition of the men was to the coining trial showing her actual Ar. Chicago
8:o5p.m. 7:olla.rn. Ar. Paducah.... 3:35P-m•
attain the Red Indian color, and barter and sale by her first husband Ar. St. Louis
whilst some, Nebo roust have pur- for $5,000 to Mr. McCormac, whom
sued the treatment for a long time, Converse had sued for Stoe,000 for
CAIRO-HOPKINSVILLE LINE.
were beautifully colored like a meer- the alieniation of her affections. She
(North Bound.)
(South Bound.)
schaum pipe, others were shamefully also hopes to prove that consent was
iot-Pot
135-835
122-822
136-838
white, and others again painfully red wrung from her to allow a divorce Lv. H Opkirupville izou.sn. 6:4oa
en. Lv. Ch go.... 6:aopan. 9:45a.m.
and raw.
mit to go uncontested, to preevnt pub- Lv. Princeton.. 2:35pm. 745am. Lv. St Louis .. 9:40p M.
2:15P-m•
The island is thickly wooded and licity for the sake of her child.
Ar. Paducah,...4nt5p.m. 9:asa.m. Lv. Cairo
6:ooa.m. 6:20p.m.
is
a
fine
shooting
preserve
outside
In
Special.)
brief,
the case that will come Lv. Paducah.... 7=pan. 9:3oa.m. Ar. Paducah
(Moscow
7:45a.m. Snop.m.
the precincts of the cure, with a few before the Appellate division next Ar. Cairo
8:35oan• 11:loa-m• Lv. Paducah.... 7:50002. 83spsn.
The Kazan newspapers recount a other macular bruisers were on ebe open glades, and here and there soft,
October will charge Mrs. Converse Ar. St. Louis
7:o8a.ste 5:00p.M. AT. Princeton .. 9:29aan. 9:50p.m.
strange case that is being fought in box. When the vehicle was stopped sandy corners.
Just behind the not only with' having sold his wife Ar. Chicago
8:o5a.m. 9.30p.m. Ar. Hopkinsville
by
Baron
Liupianoff
and
contwo
his
:oop.m.
kiour
bathing places is one of these glades to tier present %Abend, but with
the law courts of that city.
federates, Ostrelski's quartet of ruf- with an inviting
haycock.
half-buried,
having carried through the courts a
years ago Baron Liupianoff, his fians acted with such promptitude and
Trains marked thus (*) run daily except Sunday: Al! other trains run
coachman and his valet, the last a force that in a trice the baron and Ii which were two or three couples. daring conspiracy to injure her char- daily. Train, 103 and icu carry through sleepers between
Cincinnati,
parried man, disappeared mysterious- his men were themselves kidnaped Other men in short knickers looked acter, obtain freedom from her and Memphis and New Orleans; trains 101 and 1.22 sleepers between
'
Louisville,
strange
as
foaming
they
carried
gain
whereabouts
the
custody
of
son.
the
their
to
clew
ly, and no
and driven off to the Ostrelski villa. glasses of beer
Memphis and New Orleans. Trains 8oz and 822 sleepers between Paducah
buried
comrades
to
One of the startling features of the and St. Louis.
could be discovered. Early last July, They had intended to gag and bind
For further information, address
however, isnmeckately after the &ugh Maria and her companion and gallop In the sand, whose places were cast is that Mk. McCorrnac admits
J. T. DONOVAN, General Agent, Paducah, Ky.
only
hats
marked
by
their
over
tilted
that
he arranged to pay Mr. Converse
ter of Ivan Ostwelski, a wealthy fur her off to the baron's estate in her
GEO. C. WARFIELD, Ticket Agent, Paducah, Ky.
merchant, had celebrated her mar- own carriage. Now, instead, they noses and eyes. The temporary the $5,00o before the divorce proF. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Louisville, Ky.
corpulent
patient
grave
of
would
a
ceedings
were brought by Converse,
% liar, all three men reappeared with were themselves prisoners and at
JOHN. A. SCOTT, A. G. P. A., Memphis, Tenn.
recognizable
be
only
beauty
curves
by
and also to pay the later's lawyers
as little warning as had marked their Ivan Ostrelski's mercy. The fur merS. G. HATCH, G. P. A., Chicago, Ill.
but little else.
$2,000 more.
previous eta. Baron Liupianoff, on chant did not mince matters.
C. C. M'CARTY, D. P. A.. St. Louis, Mo.
Narrow
paths
meander
into
inthe
Mr. McCormac is. still a beautiful
reaching his country seat, found a
Were Well Treated.
ferior of the island, which is carpet- woman. She was dressed for dinner
cousin in possession, and was brand- "Till my daughter is married and
ed with thick brown /0099 and loveed as an imposter; the valet found protected by a husband, you and your ly peagreen, long grass. The pale last night when a reporter called
that his wife after mourning him as men will stay with me," he said. For silver undersides of the willow and She wore a decollete gown of heavy
last, had married a teoond time, and four years until the day of Ifaria's poplar leaves lend a most enchanting pink silk, trimmed with black velshowed no inclination to renounce v.edding, all three men were indeed color to the succeeding vistas, and vet Her hair was dressed according
her home and "husband."
kept in a cellar under lock and key. the whole scene at a little distance to the style affected by Cleo de MeTrying to Recover Estates.
They were amply fed and comforta- is reminiscent of the Elysian fields rode, being parted in the middle and
Much against his will, the Baron bly clothed, the cellar being warmed or of a Rosetti picture with its nude drawn smoothly over the temples,
brought an action to recover his es- in winter, and well ventilated in sum- figures in every attitude of ease and to be coiled love in on the neck at
the back. In the center of her foretates, for, naturally, he was forced by mer. The Baron and his servants enjoyment.
• the court to explain hi. mysterious gained several pounds. Each night Here and there notices recommend head also appeared a curl of the Del4isappearance. Four years ago, he they were allowed an hour's exercise the honorable pubtic to be cerefully la Fox type that was once so popu
THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT HAS
Unlined. all other means having in the villa grounds, due precautions observant of morality, and authorize tar.
EVER BEEN OFFERED TO THE PUBLIC. YOU CAN PAPER
failed, he attempted to kidnap Maria being taken that they should neither anybody who sees anything going on
Reduced Rates, Lexington, Ky.
Ostrelski, a girl of barely sixteen, escape nor communicate with the out- which ought not, to remonstrate imA ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND BORDER TO MATCH
rhose wealth and beauty had long side world.
mediately with the offenders. Anothigo fa,..inated him. Ivan Ostrelski, Such was the story told by Liup- er notice over the ladies' sand bath, On account of the State Fair at FOR THE SMALL SUM OF ONLY 65 CENTS. NICE
PLAIN FLOOher father had declined his advances, iarioff and his two associates, and no- begged the public "Demme nicht zu Lexington, Ky, the Illinois Central
and the girl herself evinced no fond- body in Kazan doubts but that he will beteeten," which was translated free- Railroad company will sell tickets RAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS ARE SELLING AT 6 CENTS PER
ness for his suit. The abduction was win his suit. Financially his position ly, "not to tread upon the ladies." It firons Paducah to Lexington and reto have taken place at Easter, when has greatly improved by his enforce really meant not to walk over the turn, September 17th to 23rd inclus- ROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY z%c PER SINGLE ROLL,
Maris and her governess were on ed incarceration, for his more prudent, sand barriers, but the dog translation ive, fOr $9.35, good returning until OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFU
L
their way to attend a midnight ser- cousin paid off the mortgages on the was too opposite not to be foisted September 24th.
On
account
Kentucky
of
conferDESIGN&
ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT Sc, lot, z5c, aoc
vice at the cathedra), Ivan Owe:- estates, little dreaming that !heir on the seranger.
ence, M. E. Church, Lexington, Ky.,
ski, the father, however, learned ofi rightful owner would one day return
tickets will be sold September 27th, AND UP TO $3.00 PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS, ALL PRICES
the plot, and laid his plans according-Ito claim an.unincumhered property.
A Flower of the Day.
and 28th, with return limit October
ly. Instead of Maria and her gov- The valet will probably divorce his
TO SUIT THE PEOISLE. NEW PA NELL EFFECT, INGRAINS
3rd, for $12.15 for the round trip.
erne's, he placed two stout fellows, wife and allow her to -continue the
(Burdock)
J. T. DONOVAN, Agent,
dressed as women, in the carriage contented life that she is leading lilt is a thistle.
DESIGNS IN CORNICE
AND—EVERY CONSIEVEABLE COLPaducah, Ky.
that set out from his villa, and two with her second husband.
It is everywhere.
OR AND LOVELY AFFRINGED BORDERS TO MATCH. ALL
G. C. WARFIELD, T, A.,
It lasts until October,
Union Depot.
A NEW PIN MONEY WRINKLE. the first to whom she applied. Sure
In Latin it is the Arctium minus.
COLORS IN BURLAPS...ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFECTS IN
enough, the next day sii had been
Its magenta flower beards are half
Conclusive Proof.
The unusual means by which a sold and a few more orders were an inch aoross.
JAPANESE FIBRE, ALL COLORS. THE VERY LATEST DEbright gir! earned her summer pock- waiting, as the supply had not been
It has two button names—beggar's It is said that often when a woman says "no" she means "yes", but SIGNS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WB ALSO CARRY A FULL LINT
et money last year may contain the adequate.
buttons and cuckoo buttons.
there
are signs which discourage even
germ of an idea for anyone earning The work would, of course, only
Cockle burr and clot burr are its
the most hopeful and persistent OF BEADING& ROOM MOULDING, PICTURE FRAMES, WINher vacation fee this season.
be possible to a girl in a large city common names.
DOW SHADES, CANVAS, TACKS,AND BUILDING AN DROOPING
'
44 This girl—a college graduate of a or town, but to one so situated the Its coarse, brartehing leaves star wooer.
"I don't so much mind Hetty's
months-made face cloths which she hundred, of large office buibdings of- two to five feet.
sold to women in large office -build- fer an almost inexhaustible field.
Its lowest leaves often attairr a saying she'd as soon marry a jump- PAPERS. CALL AND SEE OUR NICE LINE OF SAMPLES AND
ipg-jack as me," said Ethan Hatch,
homely of one foot.
ings during the perepiry days of June,
fOrlornly,
to a sympathetic friend: BE CONVINCED THAT WE WILL TREAT YOU RIGHT AND
Some
children
July and August, says the Detroit
make clever dolls of
In a Public School.
"nor
didn't
I
much care when she GIVE YOU THE BEST VALUES FOR THE MONEY.
the burrs.
Free Press.
(Life.)
said she'd rather stay at home than
It
is
said
cooled
have
Europe
to
Mkist women suffer from oily skin
It is a warm day just before the
go out to Jordan's park with such a
and consequent discomfort during end of the term, and the youthful with the conquering Romans.
slow coach as I was; but when she
In
Japan
people
said
are
make
to
the dog days. What she enjoys is a teacher is telling a class of six-year'
told me she's got to help mother iron
chamois face rag. Dusted with good olds in the Tenderloin what a prism picturesque hedges of it.
when I asked her to go with me down
It
never
gets
pastures
rooted
of
out
powder and folded into the pocket or is.
the Center for some ice cream
to
The cube and sphere are an old as cattle /dislike ite sour juices.
chatelaine it represents warm day
soda, I saw 'twasn't much use hangThough
cattle
the
hate
it,
they
story
furto.them
now,
but the prism is
itignry.
nish it transportation on their coats ing on any longer."
a g Miss S. Began operations with one more difficult,
and tails.
The
teacher
spends
twenty
minutes
•large strip if chamois, the entire skin,
Louisville Races and Horse Show
which she bought a 'wholesale rates. in strenuous illustration and explana
For the above occasions, the Illintion.
Then
asks
she
hopefully:
Added Pleasure.
This the gut into squares rather
ois Central Railroad company will on
triiiivaeller than a woman's handlcerchief. "Boys, are you sure that you all "Here, my good man,' she said September isth and i6th sell tickets
know
what
a
prism
is?
one day last week to a man who had to Louisville and return
edges of some were neatly *calfor $8.95,
loped, of others buttonholed in silk. "Yes, ma'am," chorus the fifty; begged alms of her, "here is a 3-penny good returning until October 9th,
"Then,
Johnnie
O'Neill,
may
you
piece, and please to understand that and on September 17th to 30th inShe sold the plainer sort at to cents,
use it in a sentence."
I do not give this because I hope
the handier ones at a quarter apiece.
Up rises Johrure and he announces to be rewarded for my charity some clinsively at the same rate, good reEach was chested with delicately fraturning three days from date of sale,
with perfect confidence:
day, but because it gives be pleasure and on October 1st to 7th inclusive, WE HAVE WHIrT YOU NEED AND WE KNOW WHAT YOU
grant powder and folded twice.
"Me brudder Chimmie is in prism to do se."
It was impossible in most cases to for six months."
good returning until October 9th.
WANT.
•./...s Lift;
The burly hegger looked dubiously
sell to toilers; direct, hut the foreJ. T. DONOVAN,
at
the tiny silver coin.
understood
pretty
well
It
is
that
you
women in large establishments were
can
buy
school
your
books and
Agent Paducah, Ky.
Bhampooning, Bleaching, Dyeing, "Loold 'ere, mum,"
he said. "In this
both kind and enthusiastic.
WARFIELD
supplies
,
C.
G.
us
a
from
better
advantage
at
than
in Pafrom
other
store
any
Dandruff cured by electrical heat
"Leave all you have with me and meets. Body massage, Electrical 'ere wicked world we dont orften
T. A. Union depot.
Hundreds
ducah.
customers
of
believe
about
rfriends
this
thei
tell
and
get the chance to enjoy ourselves.
come around tomorrow. I know I Hairdressing Parlors, 431
Jefferson Why not make it a shiblin' and 'ave a
It.
Why
once?
try
not
Bring
us
us
your
old
school books. We buy
• Attorney C W. W;tts, of Smithcan dispose of them for you,' said
••....•••-•••••••• •
real good time?"
land, was here yesterday on busines... everyone that has any value.

a
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I What can a boy do and where can a boy stay,
If he is always told to get out of the way? ,
He cannot sit here and he must not stand there—
The cushions that cover that fine rocking chair
4•4 AIWere put there, of course, to be seen and admired;
A boy has no business to ever be tired.
• 4 AMP
The beautiful roses and flowers that bloom
I
•
•••••••11•11.•
•
On the floor of the darkened and delicate room
Are not made to walk on—at least, not by boys;
•
IThe house is no place, anyway, for their noise.

AN' AUSTRIAN
SOLD HIS WIFE Illinois Central Railroad
GARDEN OF EDEN
TIME TABLES
FOR $5,000

,RUSSIAN KIDNAPERS WERE KIDNAPED

• tanded Baron and Two Helpers Caught at Their Own
Game and Held Prisoners foryour Years—A Strange
Sequel to a Nefarious Plot.
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Special Sale
On Wall Paper.
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Corner 3rd ik Kentucky Ave.
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l 474

Full Supply of The New School
Books at Harbour's Book Department

•e

EY.

a in.

411

40.

WM,e..VERY DOSE OF MEDICINE YOU TAKE, YOU NATUR
THINK—"I WONDER
IF i't • AS COMPOUNDED CQRRECTLY"—YOU HAVE A PERFECT RIGHT TO THINK IT, REWHO COMGARDLESS OF
POUNDS IT. BUT THERE IS A
FEELING OF CONFIDENCE AND
SAFETY THAT FOLLOWS THIS
FEELING. OUR LABEL PRODUCES THIS.

ABOUT THE PEOPLE THE KENTUCKY POPULAR WANTS
TELEPHONE 548.

Mr. Dick Davis is in IaCenter on
business.
Mr. James A. Rudy has returned
from Louisselle and other points.
Mrs. E. C. Brown and little son,
Cliff, of Memphis, are visiting the
family of Captain James M. Browne.
MI. Clarake,Wright and wife, of
Louisville, are here for a visit of ten
days. The former is the American
Express company's messenger between Fulton and Louisville,,
Mrs. Frank May and childeen are
Prescriptions called for and deliv- home from visiting in Northern Indiana.
ered to any part of the city.
Mr. Joseph Rothschild, the tobacco
Phonea No. 180.
drummer, returned yesterday from a
Coy. 4th and BrdedvrOY.
trip up the road.
Captain E. R. Dutt, the tie king,
PADUCAH,
KENTUdItY.--.. has returned from a trip to Joppa,

McPHER.SON'S
DRUG.STORE

4- NIGHTS- 4
WITH
BIG MATINEE SATURDAY.

TO -NIGHT
THE WORLD IN MOTION
INCLUDING
T. V. Stock's Parisian Novelty.

LA PROTEA
Grace Gilmore Hamilton,
LYCEUM ENTERTAINER

MISS LULU KOMI'

WANTED—Boy at
lunch stand.

Union

depot

WANTED:—Boarders. Everything
first class. 313 North Sixth street.
LOST—Class pin engraved "P. H.
S". Return to this office and rectlie
reward
'WANTED—An experaenail saleslady. Apply Mrs. Giratcley's, 316
Broadway.
•
FOR SALE-0a North Sixth and
Boyd, one 4 and one 5 room house.
Inquire loaf Trinabte street.

It's Good and It's He th
DOCTORS SAY THAT THERE'S NOTHING BETTER
FOR A WARM, THIRSTY MAN THAN A LONG, COOL
DRINK OF

Belvedere
the Master Brew
EVERY MAN WHO HAS TRIED IT WILL
AGREE
THAT IT'S THE BEST BEER THAT EVER TRICKLED
DOWN HIS THROAT.

IT HAS A FLAVOE./aLL ITS OWN—A PECULIARLY
SATISFYING
TASTE THAT COMES FROM THE PURE
FOR
SALE—First-class upright
SOPRANO SOLOIST.
MALT, CARKItULLY SELECTED HOPS.
piarso
for
$15o.
In
fine
order.
AdSee the Labor Day Parade,
dress "N. M.." care Register.
ASK FOR BELVEDERE, THE MASTER BREW.
Mr. Charles E. Jennings went to See Third Kentucky .Regiment at
Thursday Morning, Sept. 21. 1905.
Camp Yeiser.
Chicago last nigh il on business.
FOR RENT—Three or more unPrices—Night, zsc 95C MC and soc.
Mrs. Mary Elmendorff has returned
furnished mums; all modern convenMatinee, children z5c, Adults 25C.
from visiting in Evansville.
iences. Apply at 513 North Sixth
Seats on sale Tuesday at 9 1. m.
'Manager James Bugg, of the Holstreet.
comb-Lobb tie office here, has gone
tb Nashvitit, Mr. Roscoe Bailey, of
THE KENTUCKY.
s
FOR RENT: Second and third
The Kentucky Realty Co., io8 Fre- Jackson, Miss., leas returned hie affloors
of building on earner Third
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
visiting
ter
his - mother, 'Mrs. Mary The Local Pictures Scored
e:nay Building. Old phone 851.
Hit Last and Kentucky avenue; also rooms on
Airs. Dorian's private school will Bailey, sad brother, Mr. Arthur BaiNight.
first floor suitable for business ofley.
_saga StptemIxr
Mr. JO P. Garritson and wife have One of the best evening's entertain- fice at very reasonable prices. H.
- Call for the "Blue School Lists"
Manamen, Jr.
THE OLD RELIABLE PAWNBROKER IS NOW OPEN FOR BUS!. ir
returned from visiting in Illinois.
'
Haibotir's Book Dept.
ments given at The Kentucky was enNESS AT 211 BROADWAY.
Mk. Charley Kiger went to Nash- joyed by a large grid appreciative au•Eciy•• yoisr school books and supFOR SALE—A two-story frame
ville,
Tenn.,
yesterday.
pliee rearie st Harbour's Book Dept.
dience last night when Stock"s movWATCHES.
to-date Shoes to be sold regardseven rooms, /sage recepgra. E.I Whiteside's, osteopath, Mrs. Harry Tandy, of Frankfort, ing pictures presenting The World in threllinie,
less of cost or value. Too pairs
zoo 7-jewel Elgin Watches for
tion ball, hot and cold water, good
home
returned
aftEr.'risityesterday
6og s-a Broadway; Phones, Old Lip
Motion began an engagement of four out
of unredeemed shoes, worth $3.,30
builclissee, nice yard with shade
$3.5O 50 7-jewel Elgin Watches
ing Miss Emma Reed. and New 76s.
nights. The World in Motion pre- trees.
to $5.00; pa5sprlce,$m.oto$s.50
in so end so year cases, for
Wil sto.terms to .sat pernext
goes
Miss
Scott
week
to
Mary
—The Palmer elevator was gotten
sented the fittest series of moving
115-coe.andchaser.
'
$7.5o
Prier
;
SO
reasonable.
91
and
Apply
23
at
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
Nashville, Tenn., to ees,nme her stud- pictures ever seen in
lino rizrating order yesterday.
Paducah and pas North Seventh street. New
jewel watches, such as the Bun
seminary.
Wtird's
ies
at
for clea.ness and steadiness the pic—The little son of Mr. Lee Anmoo Fiddles, worth from $6 oo to
phone No. &.
Spsciat
Street
Special
and
dre-ws is,ill with fever at their home Mr. John Counts and daughter have tures have never been equaled. There
95.00, 90 be sold for $3.90 to
Crescent Street, worth $35 to
returned from visiting in Mayfield.
on Harrison street.
was not the least bit of vibration
$12.50. zoo Guitars, worth from
$55.o0; sale price $11 to $89.5o.
—Mrs. Jesse Curd is confined at- Mr. E. M. Lefkovitz and wife have to the machine and the running of
115.00 to $i.00. Sale price. $z 75
OVERCOATS.
the pictures without noise was a welhome with an attack of neuralgia. gone to visit in Evansville.
to h. o.
o Accordeons ranging
zoo
Overcoats
ruesday
to
Scott
Marjorie
be
Miss
next
sold
re—The meeting intended yesterday
come inovation to the audience.
In price from $4 50 to $45. aco;
garding of cost or value; goo
atternoon by the Horse Show corn- leaves for MOnticello to resume her Every picture was distinct and clear
sale Wk.*. $11.10
$7• 50.
unredeemed Overcoats
worth
mittee was postponed again on ac- schooling.
and the proper effects were emphasisCLOTHING.
is
from
Leonard,
Eddy-vile,
$6.00
of
to
OtSo
Mk.
$so
oo.
go
at
$3.00
coat of business keeping nearly all
ed so that the pictures were quite CHIEF WOODS COMPLETED
in the city.
zaneo Pairs Pula, all new and
-the committeemen away.
AUXLIARY FIRE ALARMS
realistic. Of course the local pictures
Mr. Will R. Hendrick returned yes- were the most welcotne.
lieWM AND PISTOLS.
sap-to-date goods, an ti.so pants.
'RA big ball will be given down at
YESTERDAY.
Labor
The
• Vile Ins of Guns and Pistols
Sale price, e0c; all
Se.00 and
Vomit tonight, and several Paducah- terday from a drumming trip to Day parade was excellent and it was
Hopkinsville for the Rawls shoe fac- easy to pick out
ea be sold st the very lowest
ans attend.
Sc,
$4e so pants ffe at St 41; 011 $3-50
familiar faces here
•
prices.
Also a large stock of
and 114.00 pants go at $2.7g; all
and there The audience emerging Five Supplemental Boxes Were
, -The Retail Merchants association tory of Evansville.
•
Put
Traveling Freight Agent Ji L. Dur- from the Kentucky at the
unredeemed guns and pistols to
tots donated ;too towards entertainour $4.50 end $6.00 tailor-ande
conclusion
in Different Para of She Rail.
be sold st your own price.
ing visitors coming here during the rett, of the Louisville division of the of the Labor Day matinee also came
pants 110 at $3.48. 100 coins and
road Hospital.
I. C., is in the city.
SHOW
Horse Show next month.
in for a round of applause_ The picveers to be end regardless of
We have i,000 pairs of new, up-'Mr. Terry Coleman and wife
tures of the Third Kentucky regiment
cost or value.
have a new girl at their borne in si7
at Camp Yeiser were true to life and
Cleef James Woods, of the fire de;
South Tenth.
the boys in uniform received a iliesety
S.
-4141r. and Mrs. Ed Clark, tif /100I3
cheer as they marched along in re- partrnent, yesterday completed fues
STORE WILL BE OPEN EVERY EVENINTI UNTIL 9:30
Berukeim avenue, have a new key.
view before Col. Henry and staff. The stalling the auxiliary fire alarm sYs—Catcher Grover Land returns
local pictures were all good. Aside tan out at the railroad hospital of the
MR.
SAYS
GAINES
here next week to spend the Vider, NOEL
from the pictures the entertainment Illinois Central on West Broadway.
TOWNSEND 'MADE FUN"
the season of the American
offers excellent diversion with Miss He put in five supplemental alarm
OF HIM.
league having closed bast Monday.
Grace Gilmore Hamilton
Lyceum boxes, that are connected with No.
He went with Toledo, Ohio from
entertainer who gave some clever 99, the main box that stands on the
here.
readings and Miss Lulu Kcmuri a so- front portico of the institution, and
—James W. Gorman filed a bank- The Paducahan Also Ceornrnitted the prano soloist with a reale:kali:4Y sweet through which all the alarms of fire
•01
Horrible Crime of Being "Disrupts petition with Clerk John Purvoice. In La Protea, T. W. Stock are flashed to the fire department in
year, of the Federal court, yesterday,
respectful" to Gaines.
has a novelty the like of which has .case of a blaze.
giving $264 liabilities, and no essets.
never before been seen on a local, One auxiliary box was put in the
He is an I. C. employe.
stage. The color effects are beyond, wards of the sick?onie in the stable,
—Miss Mattie Brown has been
Yesterday morning there was re- describing and Mr. Stock is to be.one in the luindry and another on
selected official court stenographer ceived here a copy of the court mar- congratulated on giving the public the Jefferson street side of the hosfor the circuit court at Smithland and tial charges that "Colonel" Noel something new to wonder•atiand en-I pital. All the boxes are connected
Princeton. She is the .well -known Gaines, of Frankfort, claims to have joy. This feature alone is'a show in; with No. 99 on the a-ont porch, and
stroograpfier of this city.
instituted in the office of the adjutant itself. The company remains here the;the latter is the main box for that
general of the state military, against rest of the week with a change of. place. The hospital is so large that
M. Elmore Townsend, of this city. programe nightly with the exception in case of a fire in an obscure porThe charges in count No. I claim of the local pictures. These will be tion of the building, it would take
that Mr. Townsend "Made fun" of the run every night and at the matinee 400 long for the attendants to rush
coloneicy. was disrespectful to his on Saturday when a programe es- around to the front of the building
pechlly interesting to the children to send in the alarm through the
majesty, Gaines, and interfered with
Altogether The main box, therefore these auxiliary
will be offered.
When Friedman dr Keiler moved Gaines while the latter was
in the disWorld in Mortion is an excellent en- appurtenances are scattered throughinto their new building they found charge of
his duty. In count No. 2 tertainment
and worthy of packed out the birkling so they will be bandy
stoed away in an obscure portion of Gaines
accuses the Paducahen of dishouses at every performance.
their old place too cases of celebrated
in case a blaze starts at any point.
obedience to orders and also with
Jack Beam whiskey that had been
The electrically-operated mechanism
threatening the "coked."
bonded in 1893 and bottled in 1902,
The Opening Night.
in any of these auxiliary boxes is arMr. Townsend was a member of
and therefore of age that had ripened
"The Rajah of Bhong," which will ranged so that when touched the
the
"Wheeler
Guards,"
which
flotrriFb
he seen at The Kentucky on Monday alarm goes right to No. 99 which
the brand into the finest liquor in
the land. Messrs Robert Moshell, of ed here for several months, but fight, enlists the services of an un- flashes it to the department without
The Palmer bar, and William Gray, "died" last spring, and orders were usual number of clever people, some further ado.
of the South Fourth street buffet, sent here by the adjutant general of whom are well known in this city
Chief Woods says it is the best arrea'izing whiskey of this great age g vines instructions ;kw muster-out of and who may be sure of a warm rangement possible for quick
We Write Anything in Insurance
fire
,,could not he equalled anywhere, the company. Each respective mem- welcome. Prominent in the cast is alarm, in large establishments,
and
her
Though
never received hi, individ- Marie Malatesta, a handsome and
bought the entire too cases, and now
Phones: Office 385—Residence 1696
he is going to try and get the big Office 306 Broadway
have same on sale at their respective ual discharge because a full settle- stately brunette and accomplished milk and such
plants of this city to
places, where the lovers of the best ment could not be gotten by Captain actress and vocalist, who- has won install
similar appurtenances which
Jamey
Caldwell
with
adjutant
the
sampling
golden
opinions from the critics of
90111e..
are rapidly
general's office for the military para- the East. Then there is pretty Maude would be money-savers when realized
that quick action in getting to a blaze
Utiited States Surgeon White offers phernalia here. The captain, tried to Mullery, the vivacious little soubrette, right at the start is the most importthe ,Nssurance that President Roose- get a settlemene, but the adjutant's who has been in Sin Francisco the ant feature in fighting conflaerapast two years, where rhe created a
velt can make his contemplated trip office was always; too busy.
tions.
Now
with her dancing, which the
furore
Gaines
FOR YOUR DINNER.
claims
Townsend
is
a
to New Orleans at the appointed
member
terpsicliorean
reve•hailed
press
of
as
the
a
old
company
because
35#
EVERY DAY EXCEPT SUNDAY.
time in all safety. The reports from
KILLED BY SON-IN-LAW.
the yellow fever sections are vcry en- the individual decharges have never lation. Jae J. Murray, the well11:30 UNTIL a P. ILL
been issued, therefore susceptible to known eccentric comedian, is a 'featcouraging.
liopkinsville, Ky., Sept. 20.—A reDINNER SUNDAY, WINE INCLUDED 504e, za:3o to 2.
ure on the cast and Bucllong Meley
order. from military officers.
port has just reached here the John
Townsend', lawyers .are well pre- has a part in which he never fails to
Davis, a prominent North Christian
score.
pared for the issue.
The production is magnificently county farmer, was shot and instantstaged, money having been spent ly killed about 2 o'clock Tuesday afWhat He Found Out.
IS A GENERAL TONIC.
with a lavish hand for the scenic and ternoon by his son-in-law, James
In the early morn the fresh city e'ectrical equipment, and the cos- Courtney The details are as yet very
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
boarder met the rustic dairyimaid car- tunics are exceptionally Costly and meager, but it is understood CourtA PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
GENERAL INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE AGENCY. SPEC4•10"
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROU- rying a couple of foam ng milk pails. bee ut
ney claims self-defense. The parties
IAL ATTENTION TO ALL CLASS OF GUARANTY BONDS,
"Ate good morning, my dear," he
BVES.
had had previous trouble, and the
RLES AND WILL RESTORE THE sat patronizingly. "How is the milkkilling was not a surprise. Officers
DON'T ASK YOUR FRIENDS—WE FURNISH SECURITY.
Baseball Sunday.
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER- ma id r
Baseball Sunday, September 24, at have gone out to arrest Courtney.
OLD PHONE NO. 204.
"•Tairit made at all, kind sir," she League park. Metropolis vs. L. A.
FECT HEALTH.
FOR SALE AT ALL DRUG said. "We takes it from th' cows."— L. Game called at 3:15 o'clock. AdMiss Alice Roosevelt receives reChicago News.
STORES.
mission 25 cents.
markable ovation in Seoul, Korea.
THE REGISTER, 10 CENTS PER WEEK.
•
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Paducah Brewery Company
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Use KEVIL'S
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aristocrat flour

FINEST INLAND'
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ed

The Very Best Flour That Money
Can Buy.

N▪ 4

L. L. i3EBOUT

General Insurance Agency

GO TO
HOTEL LAGOMARSINO

Lemon Chill Tonic

E. G. BOONE,
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FULL LINE SASH, DOOR.S, PINE FLOORING AND -ALL OTHER BUILDING MATERIAL.

Sherrill-Kussell Lumber Co.
INCOR.PORA rip.

Both 'Phones 295.
1
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Prompt Delivery

Eleventh and Tennessee Streets.
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